Bio Partnering APAC 2018
Sep.20-21 2018
Open Innovation, Strategic Cooperation
Key Topic:
⚫ Analyze the latest China pharmaceutical innovation policy, understand global biotechnology
partnering environment
⚫ Listen to the cutting-edge biotech showcases, expand R&D pipeline by M&A investment
⚫ Discover biotechnology partnering opportunities, explore the innovative business
collaboration model
⚫ Learn from the best cross-border partnering deals, overcome the alliance management
challenges
⚫ Grasp global biotechnology development trend, set an international business strategy
⚫ Gather together global leading bio pharma elites, directly meet your potential partners by 12-1
Event Background
Bio Partnering APAC 2018 is the most powerful way to make big deals in bio pharma industry in
Asia Pacific Region. Against the background of increasing government policy support, exciting
biotechnology breakthroughs and growing venture capital investment, themed on “Open
Innovation, Strategic Cooperation”, Bio Partnering APAC 2018 will continuously provide you with
the latest knowledge, tools and expertise to set your own global business strategy.
This two-day event will divide into One-day plenary conference and Two parallel forums,
separately focusing on the latest pharma policy reform and innovation, the Cross-border
cooperation hotspots and strategy, and the capital investment trend and technics. The 15+
insightful panel discussions will help you to learn global partnering trends and how to make deals
in global pharma industry. The 180-min biotech showcase will make it possible for you to find
potential projects and partners with less time. And the self-arranged schedule during the event will
enable you to have more flexible time for one-on-one meetings.
Event Highlights
Networking & Partnering opportunities you CAN NOT MISS!
1-2-1 Meeting
Partnering, facilitated by our leading online partnering system is the most efficient way to find
and meet the right people for your company’s collaborative aims and make deals in a hand shake.
In addition to the topic-driven conference, we bring extra value for business development
executives from pharma industry. Each meeting can be pre-arranged through the system and you
will find what a ROI the event can bring to your company.
Biotech Showcase
The 180-min Biotech Showcase, designated to carefully select the cutting-edge biotech
companies who have made extraordinary progress in certain areas and seek for external

collaboration, to exhibit the most exciting and valuable projects. This session will be the best
opportunity for big pharmas and VCs to choose the promising project as well as tap investment
potential, also the greatest platform for biotechs to expose their strengths and find right partners.
Exhibition
An exhibition hall with 20 standard booths will be arranged in the tea break area. It will gather
the most professional service and solution providers specialized in biotech partnering. Won’t you
miss the chance to expose your competitiveness in front of global pharma players? So do not
hesitate to customize your exhibition booth for potential cooperation!
Award Ceremony
Day one afternoon will witness the annual Award Ceremony of Bio Partnering APAC 2018.
Guided by the principles of free will, equality and fairness, the organizing committee will examine
and verify all submitted application materials from candidate companies. The honors will run to
outstanding companies for the contribution to global bio-pharmaceutical industry!
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